Ford f 150 2011

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Clean title on hand! Runs and drives
great! Only k miles! Finance is available! Call Sergio today! Welcome to Gmotors one of the
finest car dealerships in NJ! We have a vast inventory for you to choose from. Let our
knowledgeable service and finance experts help you get behind the wheel of the perfect vehicle
that suits all of you lifestyle needs! We Finance everyone! No credit, good credit or bad credit
any credit situation - we will find a vehicle for you. We accept all trade-ins! Please feel free
contact our sales Team for availability and location We don't charge any hiding fees and we
have great warranty's for you to choose from. Our Hours of operation are 9am-7pm Monday
through Saturday. Excellent Condition, no accident! Financing available. What are you waiting
for? Call now or visit our website: Our finance department is dedicated to finding the best
possible rates and terms for you. Please, write down what you need to bring in so you can take
immediate delivery of the vehicle you selected: Driver license, Two recent pay stubs,
References, Phone or utility bill in customer name , Title for your trade. Thanks for visiting
Vehicle information is based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call
or email for complete vehicle specific information. This offer is not redeemable for cash and
may not be combined with any other discount or offer. No Accidents. Call We aggressively price
our vehicles by evaluating the market and offering one transparent low price. Every customer
gets the same price! Our consultants are NOT paid on commission. They are paid a salary and
to ensure you find the perfect vehicle, they don't get paid based on how much you spend. We
make it EASY!! How simple is that!? Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average!
Donley Ford has been serving the heart of Ohio for over 40 years. Give us a chance to earn your
business with our wide selection of new and pre-owned inventory. Visit us at Extra Clean.
Trailer Hitch, 3. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. VA inspection passed!
Drives excellent.. For appointments only: We are available until pm Monday to Saturday. Please
call us prior to your visit Terms of Sale Overview: We reserve the right to end this listing at
anytime should the vehicle no longer be available for sale and sales prices are subject to
change without notice. This represents the costs incurred with inspecting, cleaning, and
adjusting vehicles. This fee also covers preparation of all documents, as well as all costs
incurred with shipping of paperwork. Different terms may be applied which is dependent on the
millage , year and make of the car. Interest rates may vary and related to your credit and
income. Please note, processing fee, DMV fees and taxes are not included in the price.. Older
more than 10 years old and certain high maintenance luxury vehicles can not be applied for.
Please, contact us prior submitting credit application on any vehicle if you have a question.
Millage : Millage on the odometer may be higher than you see on the ads. Crown Auto Group,
Inc. Experience true comfort with leather seats. Premium 'turn-by-turn' navigation system
included. Get the right car at the right price. A perfect cold weather truck featuring heated seats.
You'll also love this vehicle's backup camera, safe steering wheel controls, convenient keyless
entry, satellite ready stereo and security system. Want to get Pre-Approved for this vehicle? The
F XLT is well maintained and has just 95,mi. This low amount of miles makes this vehicle
incomparable to the competition. This vehicle won't last long, take it home today. More
information about the Ford F Ford claims class-leading fuel economy, as well as best-in-class
towing and horsepower for both its base V6 engine as well as both of the available V8s. Ford
also says that it's the only automaker to offer a 6-speed automatic transmission across its
entire model lineup. The F is also the only full-size pickup so far to offer electric power steering,
which saves fuel and gives an improved steering feel. Across the lineup, the F carries through
with the full redesign that the truck received for since then, the F's very purposeful, upright
instrument panel and vastly upgraded interior materials have stood out in this very competitive
class. Strengths of this model include wide range of models for all budgets, tastes, and needs,
available luxury features, Smooth, strong new powertrain lineup, class-leading towing and
payload capacities, and fuel efficiency Our Pricing is for Retail Customers only. No wholesalers
are approved for this sale. Vehicle pricing does not include dealer added equipment or
addendum. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6
cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'm averaging The engine has
plenty of power for what I'm using it for. Truck has been trouble free so far. The ride is good,
quiet and handling is excellent. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the
past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These
charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on

information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford F
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
This takes minutes each time and often I have to do it in traffic". Most likely bad connection with
wires. Will not play. Will not eject. There was no problem with it individually". Has been replaced
twice. It started intermittently then totally went out. Could not listen to any music. They replaced
the unit with a remanufactured one. Was kind of expensive due to the whole unit was replaced.
But the vehicle is fairly old and I couldnt drive without tunes. Jumps to another setting". Does
not recognize when it is hooked up via USB. It usually resolves itself after a few minutes or
when the pickup is turned off and on. I took it to a Ford Dealership for repair and was told it was
a module in the radio. I was told this time that it was the entire radio same Ford Dealership. I am
considering after market or just get rid of the F Dealer updated the software and it will play in
the Aux mode, but it does not integrate into the Sync controls as it should. I have not taken it
back to the dealer for additional diagnosis and repair due to possible costs. Sometimes finds
itself and sometimes stays lost for days. Occurred a few years ago, multiple attempts by
dealership to fix failed. I declined that "repair" and purchased a portable Garmin GPS unit. I can
live without it as I have a map on my phone. Has to me manually paired each time. Hard to
understand how to set it up. Still haven't solved how to get it to recognize voice commands for
phone numbers on the system. Won't recognize a name if it starts with a capital letter. Will
recognize if all letters are put in as capital letters example RCMP and you ask by saying each
letter". Connections were not automatically recognizing phones. Ultimately, no longer use
Bluetooth, and use cable connection. I had to replace the radio mod unit. Can't listen to NPR". It
happens at random times with no consistancy. It clicked rebooted multiple times then wouldn't
turn on". I have read how to reset the radio online and still have not been able to fix it. Will be
taking to a professional soon. It would not turn on. Because the radio failed the entire sync
system would not operate. The radio was removed and sent to Florida for repair. It took two
weeks for repair and reinstallation. It was not covered in an extended warranty and was
expensive to repair. The Ford mechanics replaced a speaker but couldn't fix the problem. It is
kind of funny that i have this massive amplifier bolted down in my floor to run this one speaker.
On the plus side one speaker reminds me of the old days. Drives one crazy. No rhyme or
reason. Dealership said they couldn't reproduce problem but they are just lazy and didn't want
warranty work,". This could also be the fault of the radio". This was an issue when I first bought
the truck and was a warranty fix under a service bulletin. The service bulletin was for the wires
in the door boots becoming broken from being bent when the door shuts. The warranty fix
lasted about 3 years". Always have been. I believe it is a problem with the wiring harness, same
thing happen in the driver side rear door, I had to replace the wiring harness to fix the problem".
Now passenger door speaker doing the same thing. Dealer service department advised
replacement of both speakers". This stared the day I bought the truck. This problem has never
happened have taken it in to the dealer. No fault code. But, when pressing the Channel change
buttons to pick a new channel on the XM Sirius radio, the channel is changed to the wrong
direction. In addition, the sound system is off with some speakers failing to work at odd times".
This has the most safety impact in that the phone is no longer hands free for dialing or
answering the phone. This deterioration occurred gradually over about 3 years". Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. Mechanics say that it is probably the ABS, but have to replace everything
to figure it out, so I am slowly replacing hose lines and pads myself. I have survived years
without ABS on other vehicles. This darn Ford will run with the warning light as well. I do not
plan to reward Ford by paying to fix a system that should last a lot longer. Within 3 months
brakes seized and were replaced a second time". Caused pad to grind into rotor, ruined rotor
and pads. Extreme wear to left side front brake system also resulted. Total replacement of both
side front pads, calipers and rotors was required. My mechanic said I was lucky the brakes
didn't fail altogether. He said the auxiliary lines to the brakes were made of a rubber that had
turned crisp with age causing the front calipers to engage the rotors. This happened and was
repaired in January I think. The front caliper was grabbing and restricting takeoff and wobbling
the front end. It is steadily getting worse". If my truck had a 3. That's extraordinary. Brought the
vehicle to the shop expecting new pads. Replaced rotors and pads which solved the problem.
The repair was for a faulty light". I'm surprised at the brake wear considering very little braking
occurs on long highway trips. Both of them had complete break rebuilds, twice. The first truck
both rebuilds by 36K miles in 2. I can't remember another vehicle I have owned, car or truck,

that had ever gotten new brakes. All break rebuilds were done by Ford dealers with Ford parts
and the second truck was not covered by warranty. Ford won't get me a third time. I've never
had this problem before on any vehicle. Rear Brakes will be replaced at next service. Do not
consider this to be a vehicle problem". Brake still grabs and dealer wants to replace it again at
my cost. Says some rucks just are like that. I am strongly disappointed with Ford". The brakes
should last longer. Have to stop and pump the brakes a few times then they work properly. Most
of the miles were on the highway, at light load. I am not a heavy-footed driver. With my driving
habits, there should have been no need to replace both front rotors after miles. It is also
possible that the rear rotors needed to be turned prematurely". Front rotors had to be replaced".
I tow a trailer". My local mechanic fixed the issue". Turned rotors to solve. Previously the truck
was used by the state highway department. Heavy duty suspension and an unused towing hitch
were outfitted from the factory. Brakes in my vehicles generally last significantly longer than
these did. I have an extend warranty with Ford at the premium level so the parts and labor were
covered. They also charged the labor at a reduced rate. Fine resolution, not so fine a problem.
They told me there was nothing they could do. I now have miles on it and it squeaks so loudly
when backing out of the garage that it hurts the ears. It occurs only when backing up and if it
has been sitting for a short period of time". Had less than a year noise started. Took it in they
put new shoes and brake pads but they were not sure that was the problem. It worked for maybe
a year and then noise started again. Several owners of ford autos told me they had same
problem. But who knows for sure except ford. I replaced parts about 4 or 5 times. It seems to be
ok now. I live in Tx. We use AC all year long! The passenger side vents are blowing hot air. The
passenger side worked find because the damper on that side did not go out. Based on the
having to pull the dash in order to fix the problem, I opted to replace both sides to hopefully
avoid further problems". Blows hot and cold air as needed but can't control it. Started 2 weeks
ago. Will be repaired in a week or two. The passenger side worked fine". Be it AC or heat it is on
full blast. An electronic part that continues to fail from time to time. This part is now carried in
the truck as it is easy to replace by the owner. I've had other issues with the blender door
actuator, needed replacing because the gears inside was cheap plastic and the teeth broke. The
control that changes between the upper vents and floor vents sticks quite often. When the
engine starts, the climate control cycles through heat mode for a couple seconds before
switching to AC. Its always done this and sucks when it's 95 degrees outside, here in the south.
Had to have the resistor replaced. Fan relay replaced. It fads in and out and goes off completely
sometimes. We have had it in so many times and we constantly get the run around. We finally
gave up. We are hesitant to buy another Ford because we have had a lot more trouble with F
that all the 21 years I had my Expedition. Replacement doesn't work as well as the original
before the original stopped working. We are waiting to get it in to have it checked, since all the
problems seem to be on the passenger side. Not repaired yet". Parts were replaced. System
worked OK in summer System worked OK for summer Will take into shop but am reluctant to
have same mechanic". I do not drive this vehicle very often now that I am retired and of course
due to covid 19". Caused an awful grinding noise when turning in 2wd. Had to keep in 4wd until
vacuum pump could be replaced. The vacuum lines in the 4X4 IWE system had to be replaced.
Both sides needed replacement. Lots of noise, but drivable. Very common problem". People
have spent a lot of hard earned money on these machine and the company needs to be
forthcoming about known issues. Nothing done to repair problem just replaced parts. They had
to work on this twice in about miles". Started around Noise present all the time, worse hot. This
became gradually worse over a period of several months until I took it to a mechanic for
diagnosis. The cause of the issue was a failed carrier bearing in the differential, compounded by
damaged spider gears likely caused by the bearing failure. The mechanic rebuilt the differential
and now all is well! This occurred a couple of years ago. Same issue". Mechanics can't figure it
out. Repaired per TSB Cleaned yoke splines, repacked with lube. Excessive cost to drop drive
shaft and lubricate". It was making the vehicle lag when put in drive". Left front axle bearing
went out. This is a 4X4 vehicle. It took the shop 1 hour to replacing the bearing. Expensive to
replace. Also the rear camera quit working. I'm living with that one because it's very expensive
to replace. The service department indicated a resistor was bad". The blower only worked on
high or low. I ignore them. Too expensive to fix if they last only 50, km. Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Have not resolved it yet. Some mechanics claim it is dry splines
on the drive shaft, but it occurs almost daily. From a stop usually has a momentary dealer and
then engages firmly as opposed to a smooth acceleration. Had serviced, suggested a
transmission flush and to 'reboot' the computer system that handles the transmission. Still
occurs. Feels like you have been hit from the rear. Recall did not resolve the issue. Have had to
the dealer 4 times for this problem". Shifting frequently not smooth". Shakes and slams the

entire truck when shifting. Had it at dealer 4 or 5 times under warranty. Finally replaced main
entire truck computer. Still isn't great. Shifts rough when pulling a trailer". Dealer makes
adjustments and is unable to solve problem". It will not pull a trailer now with confused shifting.
And ford keeps telling me there isnt a problem, just change the software". Found fluid level due
to minor leak which had not been previously detected. No way to check fluid level, only dealer
can check it". The problem is a design issue and ford is not identifying it as such. I know 4
people that have the same issue. The transmission is automatic. Intermittent problem. Replace
wiring harness. It was repaired for free. Scary feeling. My grandson told me about the recall.
Now I worry it could happen again. How long will there reset last??? I don't feel safe in it. I travel
many, many miles alone. Happened once on the highway and took a week for a local dealer to
fix the issue. Recall 16N19 reprogrammed PCM which fixed problem". Ford wont admit there is a
problem with it, only suggests to update software. That hasn't worked the last 3 times at 3
different dealers across the country". Engagement motor failed. The Ford dealer took a week to
fix due to parts. Other owners describe this but Ford has no idea what causes it. Some describe
it as needing to kill the computer controlling the transmission and bring it back to life. This was
done, yet it didn't completely fix the problem. When it was at it's worse, the truck dropped to
and would not come out of low gear. The trans was rebuilt and no problems since". Electronics
problems associated with it". Ford issued a recall on the speed sensor in Took the vehicle in for
the recall, the dealer kept my vehicle for a week, did not do the recall repair and tried to charge
me for an oil change I did not ask for. Have since called the dealer twice to set up an
appointment and was told someone would call me back, and I have yet to receive a phone call.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. I felt it was prudent to get get then repaired and it turned
out to be and extensive and expensive job. I reviewed with the mechanic the old parts and it was
something that needed to be done. It gave out at 61, and was extremely hard to steer. This was
the first year model ford installed the EPS in a truck. Surprised the heck out of me. No extended
warranty. No explanation on why it went out at 61K miles. New part has 2 year warranty.
Thought it unusual to have a broken spring s I only do highway driving, no off road driving. This
was relative expensive. I have driven this vehicle at least 9, miles since then and can not detect
a problem in vehicle feel or handling. Googling this issue with F's, I found it is a common issue.
Ford said it was most likely a pot hole. We have had no accidents or hard bumps such as
potholes and have never had springs break on any other vehicle. I was lucky the springs did not
break at a point they could damage tires. Looking online, I see that instance and a lot of Ford
problems with broken front springs. This was discovered -or made known to me, nearly 18
months ago and I have driven over 16, miles with no problem and have had alignment done with
no issues. Tire wear is normal for the expressway driving I mostly do. This is a company car
and I am semi-retired. All previous and prior years are covered by recall, but not the Not happy
at all with their service. As for electrical issues, heated mirrors have not worked since the first
year, service dept. Should have been a recall. Failures caused a binding in the steering and
wonding of vehicle. Entire rack and pinion system required replacement. This type of issure
with steering I consider to be a safety issue plus cost is sufficent for replacement of rack and
pinion. Electric assist is a nice idea for adding fuel effeciency but not a good idea when failure
will cause binding in the steering system. Same type of system installed in Ford's cars that the
manufacturer is being sued for and Ford has done some recalls on for certain cars. System
needs a redesign and recall. Problem has been occurring the past few years and the steering
wheel requires a little more turning pressure to overcome the sticking point. Online forums
indicate it's happened regularly to other people and the steering rack typically needs to be
replaced. An inspection showed the other was also starting to get loose so I had both replaced
before either failed catastrophically". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I attempted to repair myself but it failed again. Now I drive it
with the problem unresolved. Door protectors fell off. Heat mat? Under hood fell off. Ford
refused to fix". The front edge of the hood along the chrome grill is blistering. Ford has refused
to do anything about it even thou it is an ongoing problem with many trucks and the tailgate on
ford explorers. The reason is stupidly simple. They spray the blue on top of the chromed icons.
Only a child would think paint would stick to a chrome surface. You do not see the colors fading
off the emblems of the other truck manufacturers. Of course, the dealership's response of we
can order replacements instead of we will fix it does not endear me to the brand. Imagine if the
blue faded away from the Stars and Stripes. Where is th". Although the peeling looks gaudy,
there has been no peeling anywhere else on the vehicle. Overall, the paint has held up well on
this truck. Only the inside of the cargo bed area has peeled. Peeling is quite bad there. I never
pursued this issue with Ford. I use the bed for transport of some stuff and the peeling hasn't

bothered me too much. Intense sun, I an sure caused problem. We had the paint repaired that
year but less than 12 months later it was apparent that much of what we thought was surface
rust was full penetration from the inside. We returned to the body shop to complain and at the
same time did some research into the cab corners and rear wheel well penetration issues. The
shop stood behind their work and we worked out a parts only deal to repair the damage by
replacing the cab corners and wheel well steel. What this means though is that by the truck had
fully rusted out in those areas and new repair panels were needed in 5 years. From our research
we found that US domestic trucks are again suffering from corrosion problems much like they
did in the 's. Technically corrosion problems have been solved and we should be expecting at
least 10 years before interior corrosion becomes an issue. We are back to the rusty ford
problems that plagued not only Ford but the big 4 automakers during that time. We spoke to 4
body shops in the area and they indicated that all domestic trucks were suffering from these
premature corrosion problems. Very disappointing, expensive and well beyond minor cosmetic
damage. I never had this issue with chrome bumpers. Remarkable on such a new truck". This is
common due to water that pools in the rockers. The dealer covered them with paint and now the
paint is cracking and peeling off. Been bad for years, never fixed. Now also rusting on wheel
wells. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing
chain or timing belt. On the return trip the vehicle became more and more sluggish and the
Rocky Mountains were a concern but we did drive it home. The dealership was very responsive
and determined that the engine had lost a cylinder and replaced it under warranty. We were
without this vehicle about 10 days maybe two week. My only complaint was that Ford would not
provide a new vehicle warranty on this engine but deducted the miles the vehicle had been
driven. I do believe the 50, mile warranty should have been applied to this replacement engine.
For the record, this multi piece pickup bed is extremely dirty with a topper on. But I do love the
old man step and handle in the tail gate. Not sure want to invest anymore money in this engine".
Complete engine replacement was required. After researching found the problem to be common
with no help from ford". As soon as the dealership received the new engine I had my pickup
back in three days". Rebuilt heads first and that didn't fix the problem so had to install a short
block engine replacement. Rebuilt heads failed again and had to be replaced with new heads.
All work was performed by the dealer. At about km, the engine had noticeably lost a bit of power
and the Check Engine Light CEL had intermittently turned on but had reset without me having
to do anything. The mechanic diagnosed that the timing belt needed replacement. I also had the
phazers computer-controlled camshaft timing control units replaced at the same time, even
though they were not diagnosed as faulty. About 3 weeks later, my engine lost most of its power
and the CEL light came on again. I took it to the same Fountain Tire shop for warranty repair,
because I assumed that the same problem had reoccurred. I am currently waiting on this repair
to be completed. Dealer says cam phaser failure, but still runs well. Dealer recommended
engine replacement rather than repair. I plan to run it to failure if that is the case. It is the cam
shaft synchronize gears bleeding the oil out of them. They are trying to find the proper
positions. Ford nor my after market insurance Protective would do anything for me even tho it
was cover because of the expense. Protective offered to cover the cost of the cam synchronize
gears and nothing else. Manley Ford of Belvidere IL. It does not harm the engine but makes a lot
of noise. He does a very good job of telling you what is wrong with Ford products and their fix
for the problem. Since the truck was over 5 years old, Ford would not compensate me one
penny to have it repaired! Seriously thinking this may be my last ford!!! At the same time the
Belts were squeaking and needed to be changed". Check engine light was only sign of
problem". Made the mistake of purchasing the F, the first year the 3. The design of this engine
causes sludge to buildup on the valves and cylinder heads since fuel is directly injected into the
engine. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables,
engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs
and wires failure. I was able to repair this myself. The outlet is cheaply constructed. Had to have
wiring harness replaced in passenger door. Cost approx. Module not working. Requires
replacement of entire rear window. It covered by extended warranty or extended service plan".
When i replaced the battery, the speedometer started reading zero as 55 mph. I've tried all the
internet fixes without positive results. It was replaced once before. When the truck was turned
off the exterior lights stayed on for 10 to 15 minutes before turning off. The problem turned out
to be some broken wires in the door that were repaired correcting all the issues. One time, I
couldn't start my truck with the key or the remote starter. The next day I came back to my
vehicle with some tools so that I could check a few things, but it started without a problem.
Because of what I have read online I suspect the remote car starter. Because it started the next
day, I couldn't take it to a repair shop to find out what is wrong. On several occasions over the
last year, I have had problems getting the ignition to activate when I turn the key, but then it

would work like nothing was wrong on the second, third or fourth time I turned the key. Only the
one time was I left stranded. The clock can't be set, Bluetooth doesn't work. Still needs to be
repaired. Have also have instances of random intermittent wiper operation when wipers are not
turned on. Replaced water pump. Poor durability since vehicle only had 42, km at time. Working
with my mechanic to get it fixed. Sounds like a common problem with ford fs. I have had Ford
adjust them twice to no improvement". The noise gets progressively worse as the speed of the
vehicle increases. Once again the dealer said he couldn't reproduce my problem yet everyone
who has been in the car hears it. My problems with this truck derive from it's marginal quality, in
my opinion. Painful because it is part of the fuel pump assembly, so must replace the entire
unit". Shows empty or low on fuel with 10 to 15 gallons left". This plastic cog wheel broke in two
and did not allow the intake valve to open or close". Dealership fixed problem at no cost". I then
replaced the 2 front ones this month. It has been a issue and because of it, my truck will not
pass smog. My mechanic thinks its because I was run-in E85 in it. Had the service center
re-flash my computer module with latest software update and the problem was solved. Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Hoses area very expensive
and in short supply. They are currently doing water pump after misdiagnose on the first time.
We will see how it goes. They are absolutely the best, and a 1st class operation". Ford service
couldn't really solve the problem, they had some suggestions but it was mostly a shrug on their
part. Took my truck to a radiator service company and replaced the AC condensor which sits in
form of the radiator. The condensor was damaged by bug collisions and plugged with debris
limiting air flow through the radiator. Cooling seems better now but won't know for sure until I
take my trailer out on holidays. Opted to replace it before it got worse and caused engine to
overheat". I had to have the serpentine belt replaced twice during these failures because of
squealing". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. I consider this to be normal wear and tear. No
complaints against Ford". I replaced all six, three Autolite and three Japanese after market. At
about K I had another coil failure at least one. Truck cuts out under load like passing or steep
climb. I haven't researched which plugs have the defective coils. The 'check engine light CEL '
occurred intermittently between 60, km and km, but reset each time without me doing anything.
When the CEL occurred at about km and did not reset for days, I took it to a local dealer for the
km inspection and to troubleshoot the CEL. The dealer said that they had to replace all plugs
due to having too much wear i. When the parts desk worker heard what happened to the plugs
and coils, he said it was not unusual for a 3. It would still run if there was not much load on it.
Dealer replaced spark plugs, coil boot and updated pcm according to a TSB". I believe it's a
plug or coil. Going to take it to another dealer". It turnout to be problems with the fuel injector
and the spark plugs". Dealer found that 2 plug was not firing. Further investigation found that
there was a service bulletin out from ford that directed them to replace all 6 spark plugs and
ignition coils. Runs great now". Dealership said that I had worn the plugs down until gap had
widened from 0. But it fixes the miss that the engine gets". Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Ford F Change Vehicle. We tested two versions of the Ford F pickup: one
with the new 5. Performance numbers for the two engines were nearly identical overall, but we
liked the V8's sound better than the more high-tech V6's. Both of our trucks got the same fuel
economy -- 15 mpg overall, which was then strong for the class. There are 6 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. This takes minutes each time and often I have to do it in traffic" Michael M.
There was no problem with it individually" James M. It clicked rebooted multiple times then
wouldn't turn on" James M. Dealership said they couldn't reproduce problem but they are just
lazy and didn't want warranty work," Anonymous, AB Ford F XL 5. The warranty fix lasted about
3 years" James H. I believe it is a problem with the wiring harness, same thing happen in the
driver side rear door, I had to replace the wiring harness to fix the problem" Anonymous, AB
Ford F XLT 5. Frustrating" Curtis T. Dealer service department advised replacement of both

speakers" Robert B. Do not consider this to be a vehicle problem" Michael L. It is also possible
that the rear rotors needed to be turned prematurely" Garland M. Front rotors had to be
replaced" Garland M. I tow a trailer" Frank L. My local mechanic fixed the issue" Chasrles S.
Automatic climate control "Works correctly part time" Doug L. Based on the having to pull the
dash in order to fix the problem, I opted to replace both sides to hopefully avoid further
problems" Franklin S. Not repaired yet" James M. Will take into shop but am reluctant to have
same mechanic" Bill M. I do not drive this vehicle very often now that I am retired and of course
due to covid 19" Anonymous, Ford F XL 3. Very common problem" Vince P. Same issue" Mark
S. Excessive cost to drop drive shaft and lubricate" Michael L. It was making the vehicle lag
when put in drive" John K. Rough shifting "Rough shift from 1st to 2nd gear, but only some of
the time. Have had to the dealer 4 times for this problem" Ronald H. Shifting frequently not
smooth" Don C. Shifts rough when pulling a trailer" Curtis T. The trans was rebuilt and no
problems since" Scott R. Ball joints "During the annual state inspection, it was discovered that
the ball joints were loose but only discernable after vehicle was lifted to inspect brakes. An
inspection showed the other was also starting to get loose so I had both replaced before either
failed catastrophically" Rob D. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Plastic fasteners holding the
wheel well trim pop out" Kenneth D. Remarkable on such a new truck" Martin G. After
researching found the problem to be common with no help from ford" Michael K. Check engine
light was only sign of problem" Mitch H. It covered by extended warranty or extended service
plan" Neil K. Air or water leaks "it was a water leak from a valve associated with the rad.
Aggravating" James A. I have had Ford adjust them twice to no improvement" Daniel S. Painful
because it is part of the fuel pump assembly, so must replace the entire unit" Jeremiah K.
Shows empty or low on fuel with 10 to 15 gallons left" Mitch H. Antifreeze leaks "Had an
antifreeze leak from a hose that was very expensive to replace. They are absolutely the best,
and a 1st class operation" Daniel W. Most new vehicles come with a factory warranty and some
used vehicles have a remaining factory warranty. Please contact us for the warranty details
specific to this vehicle. At Lake Street Motors our commitment to superior customer service is
second to none. At Lake Street Motors we do our best to work one on one with everyone. We
have a great Auto Finance department that specializes in bad credit and no credit. We offer
great auto financing on our pre-driven vehicles. At Lake Street Motors we have lenders from
credit unions, banks and finance companies. Our goal is to have everyone drive a pre-owned
car from our Dealership. So if you are in the market for a used auto â€” come in for a great
experience. Se Habla Espanol. Notice to Bidders: The vehicles we list for sale at eBay are also
for sale at our retail location. Please contact us to confirm vehicle availability. We reserve the
right to end an auction early. Please call to make arrangements for payment. We accept the
following forms of payment: Cash in person, certified funds, institutional financing. All sales
transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Prices are subject to
change without notice. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable vehicle
information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an
independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of
the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before
time of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or
implied warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA
mileage estimates are for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on
driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. State or local taxes, title, license
fee, processing fees, registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing
fees, and compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Visit eBay Store. Full size
photos. Stock :. Vehicle Description. Vehicle Equipment. Interior Features 2nd row B-pillar grab
handles 4. Mechanical Features 2-ton jack 5. Vehicle Warranty. About Lake Street Motors.
Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call
the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Set up appointment to test drive. So when the day came, they confirmed the
appointment, and I drove nearly 45mins to the dealership. Upon getting there they tell the
vehicle was being worked and and they didn't have the keys. So basically they wasted my
Saturday morning and my time. I love my new car and the dealership was very nice and
professional. They made me feel comfortable and was straight forward. Brandon was awesome
and down to earth. If you want a quality car check them out. My experience with this dealer was
great I purchased a vehicle the whole process was quick and painless. They made one error
with my paperwork that they are working on correcting. Great team! Great company to work
with. Wes Finch Auto Plaza was amazing to work with. I contacted them and within an hour i had
a video of the truck i was interested in and was put in contact with Sahbi in sales. Sahbi was
awesome, he answered all of my questions. I bought that truck. The whole experience was low

pressure and friendly. I would recommend anyone that is looking for a vehicle to consider Wes
Finch Auto Plaza. They eye very easy to talk to, I went a different direction, but would do
business with them in a heartbeat! The dealership was quick to respond, but my beautiful wife
found a different vehicle that she wants instead. I would definitely recommend this dealership to
anyone who is interested in a new or used vehicle. Was great response but the burbin didn't
have enough seating for my family waiting for a reply on any other in the same price range. Very
happy and excited about my new baby! Nauman is professional, kind and knowledgeable! If you
see something you like give him a call, he will hook you up! Great Business!! Every one was
professional and friendly. Got a great deal on the car!! Powerful engines, competent suspension
packages and a slick interior make the Ford F a perfect choice for a work truck that can still be
presentable. Wind and road noise can get tiring in the F, especially when combined with the
ever-present and never quiet growl of the 6. Luxury 4X4 or construction site workhorse, the F is
truly a versatile beast. Say hello to the F Mustang. Ford put a lot of work into its mid-cycle
refresh, and that means four new engines for the F Two of them are modified versions of the
powerplants that made such a splash for the Mustang last year, and that means the F now
comes with an anything-but-base V6. In fact, there are two V6 offerings in the lineup, including a
new EcoBoost twin-turbo V6 that produces enough power to shame the two remaining V8s in
the lineup. The base engine is a modified version of the 3. This aluminum engine has twin
independent camshaft timing and a 7,rpm redline, but is slightly detuned from its Mustang
application to concentrate less on revs and more on low-end grunt. The second of the Mustang
engines appropriated is the venerable 5. Add that up and you get 11, pounds of towing capacity.
Here, an EcoBoost 3. That means hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque that shows up at only 2, rpm.
All engines come with a 6-speed automatic transmission that has been praised for both its
quickness and the smoothness of its shifts. Fs equipped with 4WD have a low gear for off-road
use, but cannot leave the 4WD system engaged on dry pavement. The F handles typically for a
pickup, with considerable stiffness and rear-end hop, especially in corners. Bumps and ripples
travel straight through the vehicle, announcing themselves in the steering wheel, chassis, etc.
Off-road oriented trims like the FX4 and the Raptor have a locking differential and unique
suspensions that beg to eat up rough terrain but can make things a bit more jittery on the road.
Special consideration should be given to the V6 engines, as they balance the typically
nose-heavy F much better than the V8 options, eliminating some porpoising in turns. As a
result, the cabin has gotten a lot more car-like in recent years. Some take issue with the smaller
gauges and excess accents in the higher trims, but the more mundane trim levels have a much
more reserved and even stark feel to them. The LCD screen is quite readable, even in direct light
or through polarized lenses, and the optional navigation system thankfully fails to absorb and
therefore complicate simple functions like audio and climate controls. The King Ranch will even
add a rear-obstacle detection system â€” helpful for avoiding unseen bumper benders with this
tall truck â€” remote start and heated and cooled front seats. The Platinum trim gets unique
aluminum accents but also power-retractable running boards to ease exit and entry, while the
Lariat will give you a sport suspension, limited-slip differential, inch alloy rims and a navigation
system with traffic information and hi-def radio. The Raptor is the serious off-road package, with
a sport off-road suspension, locking differential, skid plates, running boards and the venerable
6. Owners are very pleased with a wide range of powerful and refined engines offered in the
Ford F, especially with the introduction of the 3. There has been noted praise for the interior
design and instrument layout, although some find the audio and climate controls a reach too
far. Special editions like the Raptor and Harley-Davidson always get special attention if not
impressive sales, and the optional navigation system has been praised as one of the best in the
industry. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller:
Krystine. Indio, CA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Want to get Pre-Approved for this
vehicle? Powering this vehicle is a robust 3. This vehicle is available in Oxford White with Gray
interior. Vehicle information is based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to

vehicle. Call or email for complete vehicle specific information. All prices are plus Tax, Tag, and
Dealer documentation fees. We are a family owned and operated business where you only deal
with the owners, offering a different buying experience. We sell all vehicles with no hidden fees
or extra charges. The low cash price you see is what you pay excluding sales tax. All vehicles
are pre-inspected and most come with a limited warranty. We have a free Carfax history report
on request and we work with local credit union to provide financing here to get you the best rate
possible. Please feel free to call with any questions we would love to earn your business,
WeArePrestige Our Mission is to make your convenience our priority, with aggressive pricing
and the most dynamic inventory! We take all trades including dirt bikes, motorcycles,
4wheelers, boats, jetski's and more! We offer financing as low as 1. Over the phone appraisals,
out of state shipping, local airport pickup, walk around videos and additional photos at your
request to allow this to be easiest purchase experience you've ever had! Prestige Auto Mall is
proud and dedicated to offering genuine customer care. We welcome all out of state customers
and provide airport pickups. We will even help arrange shipping for you to have car delivered to
your door. We are confident that we have what you are looking for. All of our vehicles have been
through a multi-point inspection. We have ASE certified mechanics on site. We offer some of
the best warranties in the industry. We strongly believe in our inventory and our employees. Do
not miss out on the opportunity to purchase your next vehicle at a wholesale price. Shop our
inventory today! The Prestige Family wants to earn your business. We can finance you with bad
credit, no credit, bankruptcies and first time buyers! We are open 6 days a week. We understand
and respect your busy schedule and appreciate the opportunity to accommodate. While we
make every effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some
of the options or vehicle features or price may be listed incorrectly, as we get data from multiple
data sources. Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. Best of all the price
you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so
good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. A simple firing of the ignition is all you need to know this awesome machine
has speed. The kind that is supercharged with adrenaline. This Sterling Gray Metallic Ford is
clean and shiny exterior makes it look like it came straight from the factory. More information
about the Ford F Ford claims class-leading fuel economy, as well as best-in-class towing and
horsepower for both its base V6 engine as well as both of the available V8s. Ford also says that
it's the only automaker to offer a 6-speed automatic transmission across its entire model lineup.
The F is also the only full-size pickup so far to offer electric power steering, which saves fuel
and gives an improved steering feel. Across the lineup, the F carries through with the full
redesign that the truck received for ; since then, the F's very purposeful, upright instrument
panel and vastly upgraded interior materials have stood out in this very competitive class.
Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Here at Faulkner, we
understand the unique situation we're in right now as well as the concerns our customers have
about limiting contact and outside exposure. We want you to know we're taking every
precaution available for both our sales and service departments! Recent Arrival! We are located
just down the street from Cumberland Valley Highschool. Getting your next vehicle should be
as fun and easy as the first time you drive it home. So please put us to the test and experience
the Faulkner way for yourself!!! Call us now at to schedule a test drive! Discount taken from
original MSRP. Please note if you are looking at this vehicle on a third-party website the price
you see reflects the discount has taken. Some exclusions may apply. Please see store or visit
Aciautogroup. The ACI Advantage. We don't play games. We do not artificially inflate our prices
in the hopes of winning a negotiating contest. A car purchase should not be a battle! At ACI
Auto Group we feel a mandated 42 point inspection is not enough, so we improved that
inspection to points. Expires 1 year from delivery date. Powered by a Twin TurboCharged 3.
This Rear Wheel Drive helps secure near 22mpg on the highway while enjoying a quiet ride and
find that reliability and performance are the reasons that have made the tough F one of the
top-selling full-size trucks on the market today! Enjoy the added running boards and tonneau
cover. Inside our XLT, find a durable and stylish with comfortable seating for all and easy to
read modern display center with great storage spaces. Cloth seating, sound deadening carpet,
add to the excellent acoustics that Ford offers along with all sorts of power gadgets that make
every moment in F-Series a joy to drive or ride in. Ford always comes through with safety and F
ranks at the top. Its high strength steel safety cage keeps you secure along with 6 standard
airbags, SOS post-crash Alert, Trailer Sway and Roll Stability control and anti-lock brakes. F has
everything you could ask for in a full-size truck. Whether it's for work or play you have made an
excellent choice! Print this page and call us Now If you have income we have options!!! All of
our vehicles are Lenz Certified by passing a rigorous safety inspection by our certified

technicians. Each vehicle is prepped cosmetically and mechanically and ready to be delivered!
We can ship your truck anywhere in the United States. Contact us to find out why Lenz Truck
Center is selling a lot of trucks in a very different way. We attempt to ensure every effort is made
to assure the accuracy of these ads, however, errors may occur. We will do our best to keep all
information current and accurate; however the dealership should be contacted for final pricing
and availability. All prices are plus any applicable state taxes and service fees. Here at Driver's
Way, we choose the best of our trade-ins like this silver Ford F XLT that is available to
customers on a budget. Features: EcoBoost 3. These AS IS vehicles do not come up for grabs
very often, so you better act fast and make this F yours today! We make every effort to be
accurate in our descriptions and pricing. Pricing subject to change on daily basis. Please call to
confirm equipment and availability. Carfax Vehicle History Report available on every vehicle.
The Byers Family has been serving the Central Ohio area for over years, we'll be here and ready
to serve you when you need us! XLT trim. Come visit us at 10th Ave So. Price does not include
title, license, or dealer doc fees. Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and non-limited
factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer for details. The following
items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! Opulent refinements married with
exceptional engineering make this the kind of car you'll want to own for a lifetime. This F
Platinum has extra options like the Ford navigation system. The additional feature will keep you
safe and will make this Ford F even more dependable. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders
8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. No accidents. Know The Deal. Frame damage. Title issue. Five Star
Dealer. Price Drop. Showing 19 - 36 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'm averaging
The engine has plenty of power for what I'm using it for. Truck has been trouble free so far. The
ride is good, quiet and handling is excellent. Sign Up. Skip to main content of results for " f rear
bumper". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our
Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. More vehicle information needed We need
more information for your Ford F to verify products fit. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. FREE
Shipping. Price may vary by color. Lowest price in 30 days. Only 17 left in stock - order soon.
Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Usually ships within 1 to 3 weeks. Chrome Housing. Only 11
left in stock - order soon. N
air suspension compressor lincoln town car
slimebox
3 way switch wiring diagram multiple lights
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

